MCAA Bulletin #2

The planning for the 2020 Sydney concert has achieved another win as we have successfully engaged Paul Jarman as our Conductor for the concert.

Paul Jarman is one of Australia’s favourite choral composers and conductors, writing more than fifteen commissioned works each year including school and town anthems, conducting in festivals and events nationally and internationally as an artist in residence in colleges, schools and communities and performing as a multi-instrumentalist in concerts, many featuring his music that has touched the hearts of audiences and singers of all ages around the world. His pieces have become choral classics – Shackleton, Sea of Berries, Ancient City, Volta do Mar Largo, The Will to Climb, Pemulwuy, Let go the Long White Sails, Eye of the Needle, Towards Infinity, Band of Brothers and many more.

We will be performing one of Paul’s compositions “Friendship in Song”, chosen by our Musical Advisory Group with input from the MDs of member choirs.

We are also at the final stage of getting the songbook ready for printing and we are on target to have them distributed following our AGM at the end of March 2019.

Kind regards

Neil Kinsey
Brother in song
President MCAA Inc